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~TRACT

This paper will deecribe the growth of human factors engineer lng and show how lt is applied 1n deaiping combat vehicles, by giving
examples of work we perform at the U. S. Army Human Bnglneerlng
Laboratories (HBL), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. It will trace
our efforts on two types of vehicles - - tanks and armored peraonnel
carriers. However, theae are selected examples; they cannot detail
the total human factors effort on combat vehicle programs •
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nlE ROLE OF HUMAN ENGINEERING

IN DESIGNING COMBAT VEHICLES

INTRODUCTION

This paper will deacrtbe the growth of twman factors engineering and show how
it is applied ln dealgnlna combat vehiclea, by giving examples of work we perform
at the U. s. Army Human Engineering Laboratories (HEL), the U. S. Army Materiel
Command'• reaearch activity at Aberdeen Proving Croumi, Md. This paper wa1
read at the ''Man•• •Mobility•· •~rvtvabillty" Forum held at the Allison Division of
General Motors, lndlanapolla, Ind., on 11 ~ 12 April 1967. It will trace our efforts
on two types of vehicles - - tanks and armored peraor.nel carriers. However, these
are selected examples; they cannot detail the total human factor • effon on combat
vehicle programs. Be•tde• HEL, other Government agencies and industrial contractor • also make enormous co•rlbutiona to aolvtna man-machine problems in
vehicles. It ahould be emphasized that, 10 far, the twman factors progress in this
area has been limited in two ways -- by the body of human factors information that
ts available, and by destpers' reluctance to consider the human element seriously
fl'om the earliest conceptual ataae of the prorram. Current trends suggest that in
the future the lannan element will be considered from the very beginning.

ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER S1UDIES
The history of Armored Personnel Carrier (APC) studies at HE L demonstrates
how HEL's work and goals have evolved since the laboratories were organized in
1951. 1be first APC study, tn 1956, on a vehicle that was already ass~ed to operational unas, started with comments am! criticisms from the men who used tt. Today,
we are doing one study about an APC which is only a concept, not yet built. Extending
this trend into the future, it appears that we may be working with mission requirements to develop a peraonnel-carrytng vehicle that will fuUill them.
The early APCs were intended to protect troops while carrying them into action.
Once at the scene of battle, the troops left the vehicle am! moved forward on foot to
engage the enemy, just as foot-aoldters traditionally have, while the APC provided
cover fire in an over-watching role. Its basic mission was transporting troops sc curely, rather than fighting.

Trnl.t ) . howl•vcr . tlldl m1ss1on 1s l.'.~a114iting. The Army has ~ained experience
111 using thl' APL:: and that l ' XllL' fl('nt:L' has hct·n translated into new ways of fighting
with .\PC!'i . nl'w ways of design~ and building them, and inevitably new ways '.lf
<..-valuati~ their design and u!ik..·. Changing the mission chanr~s the whole picture - -

requiring a fresh analysis of tht.· problems and fresh approaches to solving them.
And so we· have pr<>jtrcssed - - from the initial survey of users' opjnions, through

static and dynamic evaluations of operational or pilot-model vehicles, to evaluation
nf vchidcs that are ~ill on the drawing board. We have also made concentrated
:itudies o! specific problems. We have found that men can adapt to some problems,
such as confinement. When the men cannot adapt, as w\th noise, we have found ways
to deal with the problem itself. We must still consJder these areas in designing and
evaluating vehicles, but now we know they can be managed.
At first, we didn't know whc!ther we could solve these problems, so we had to
take time to find out. Among other things, we have learned what not to worry about.

Today we move immediately to broader and, ultimately, more significant problems,
and we are entering design programs at progressively earlier stages. One reason
we can come in earlier now is that designers have a better understanding of what
human engineering can contribute. Equally important, HE L's growing body of
knowledge increasingly equips us to make contributions wring early design.
But in 1956, HE L did not have this broad 0 .Jtlook. The M59 Armored Infantry
Vehicle was already in the field transportiflg troops, yet t~e laboratories knew Uttk:
about such vehicles. We had to start some place, and the only place available was
with the vehicle that troops were already using.
1

First, we had to find out if the troops had any problems with the M59. Only
people who had used the vehicle could tell us, so we asked them. Even to do that,
however, we needed some idea of what to ask about. Standard human engineering
considerations - - like anthropometric data - - could, of course, be used; but we
also needed SJX..'Cific questions ab :->ut the M59 in particular. Designers, development
engineers, and nearly 200 new and experienced M59 crewmen helped assemble a
questionnaire and with it we interviewed more than 500 M59 users.
For one thing, this survey produced concrete recommendations for modifying
the M59 to make tt more effective in accomplishing its mission and safer for its
crew. But a more significant product was recommendations for designing future
commander stations, driver stations and crew compartments. Most important
of all, we had succeeded in compiling a disciplined, if modest, body of information
about APCs.
Within a year, we began applying what we had learned from the M59 to studies
of the Tl l.l and Tll 7 APCs. We used our M59 data in two ways that have become
typical in vchidt.• studies. First, we used the M59 results to help us define potential
prohlcms with tht.· Tl I:l and Tl 17. Second, since we now knew something about
'l

personnel-carrying vehicles, we didn't have to rely so heavily on other people's
unsystematic experience - - we could begin applying our own experience right in the
vehicle itself. That's just what we did in a static evaluation of the Tll3 and Tll7.

In both evaluations we studied the driver area, commander area, personne 1
compartment, and exterior and maintenance areas. We af)plied both standard
measurements from the general human engineering lexicon and the particular insights we had gained from the M59 studies. As in the earlier study, we were able
to recommend ways of improving the vehicle.
The following year we moved forward - - by examining the combination of men
and vehicle on the move, to see how the organic and inorganic parts of th~ t!iystem
worked togethf"• in performing the vehicle's actual mission. These dynamic tests
were a natural outgrowth of the static studies. Some of the inferences drawn from
the static measurements could be confirmed only when the vehicle was in operation - for example, did the driver's and commander's periscopes really need padding? The
static evaluation suggested that they did; but only putting the driver, commander and
periscopes to work perl"rming their mission could prove or disprove it. And there
were some things we could measure only when the vehicle was moving. How does
operating noise affect crew performance - - directly by degrading their performance
physically, or indirectly by interfering with communication within the vehicle? The
only way to find out is putting both men and machine through their paces. Once
more, the studies yielded ways of modifying the system to improve its operational
effectiveness.
Next we needed some specifics. Just how, more precisely, did men react to
factors like interior noise, heat or confinement? Further, to make really meaningful
human engi.n&.:ering contributions to APC programs, we had to define APC problems
more specifically and find more concrete answers to them. Beginning in 1962 a
series of studies began pursuing this more intensive approach. (Sec references at
end of paper.)

There were several kinds of internal communications in the Tl 14 Armored
Command and Reconnaissance Vehicle - - voice, hand signals and the pressure of
the commander's foot on the driver's shoulders. A study was outlined to sec how
vehicle noise would affect voice communications and how the noise lcve would affect
the crew's hearing. During the dynamic testing, with a commander, driver and
crewmen aboard, sound-pressure levels were measured at two key positions while
the vehicle moved along a straight, level, hard -surfaced road at speeds varying from
10 to 25 miles per hour. The noise, as it turned out, was so intense it endangered
the crewmen's hearing when the vehicle drove at 10 miles an hour or faster for an
hour. 1bc noise was also so loud that it prevented voice communication while the
vchic le was under way.

A 1963 static and dynamic evaluation of the XM577 Light Tracked Command
Post Carrier also focused on noise. As always, where nolae is concerned, we
wamed to pinpoint and eliminate threats to hearing; but questions of communication
within the vehicle were especially critical becauae of its mission as a mobile
command post. The crew had to be able to communicate among themselves and with
other stationary and mobile atadona. The lnveatiptors discovered that at 20 miles
per hour or more the vehicle was hazardous to the hearing of personnel who stayed
in it longer than one hour per day and that above 10 miles per hour conversation
without Up reading would be all but lmpouible. 1be stationary vehicle posed no
threat to hearing, but even standing ltW the teletype and generator noise would
make prolonged conversatk>n dlfftcult.
Dlring the summer of 1964, Operation Swamp Fox Din Panama provided an
opportunity to assess the effects of tropic heat on men in general and on the crewmen
of APCs L, particular. A study of the ''human thermal environment" provided a
description of tropical cond!tk>ns and made It clear that solar radiation primarily
determines whether environmental conditk>ns are stressful for humans. A related
study examined men confined 1n an Mll3 Armored Pe.rsonnel Carrier for as long as
six hours and men exercising under 1lmllar environmental conditions in the open
air. The results indicated little danger of heat casualties of men confined in APCs
operating in tropical envlronme••·
Operatk>n Swamp Fox II also provided the occasion for one of the final studies
in a series lnltiated several years before. As early as 1960, concem arose about
the effects of confining men in the constricted lmemal envlromnent of an APC. How
well would these men fight after they debarked from the vehicle? Static and dynamic

studies of men confined for varying periods under various climatic conditions sought
the answer. The Swamp Fox tests, for example, atudied the effects of confinement
under tropical conditions. 1be series wound up in 1964 with the conclusion that
confinement effects on the performance of JnfaJn'ymen are transitory, that men
adapt to confinement with repeated exposure, and that when confinement degrades
performance of particular infantry skills the effect can be offset by practicing the
affected task.
These studies of specific questk>ns about the APC, all dating from the early
1960's, all explored questions defined in the more general studies that preceded
or accompanied them. In almost eYery case, the specific studies added further
recommendations for modifying the vehicles in question and added to the fund of
knowledge about APCs.
By 1962 HEL was ready to summarize some of the basic human factors problems
uncovered in the M 113 APC and did so in a published review. But the same report

proceeded to describe a "human factors approach" for designing a new Armored
Squad Curler that was still in the conceptual stage. Some of the design recommenda tlons were fruits of earlier studies but some were devc loped from work with a con ccJX mock-up bult at HEL. ... e configuration of the conce}XUal vehicle had already
4

been determined, but there was some flexibility to that configuration - - and HE L
was no longer dealing with an existing vehicle, either operational or experimental.
The vchic le had gone as far as the drawing board but no further, and by now HE L
was well enough acquainted with APCs to join the design and development process
at that point.
Only one furthc r obvious step remains in this progression back toward the
genesis of APCs, and HEL is taking that step right now. The APC has been assigned
a new mission - - to fight in battle rather than merely to transport men to battle.
The new fil,"hting vehicle will be c.alled the Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle
(MICV -70). This fighting version of the APC wW fulfill the traditiWlal role of the
foot-soldier - - to clear and hold the ground behind the spearhead of an attack - - but
the troops will remain aboard and fight from the vehicle. The greater speed and
mobility of the vehicle and the lesser attrition of the protected troops will permit
the MICV to occupy more ground with fewer men than have been needed in the past.
Translating this mission concept into an effective system for achieving it re quires information 011 how troops can best fight from such a vehicle, and this is
where HE L is working at the moment. The MICV is expected to fight on the move,
so designers and evaluators need to know how accurately the primary, secondary,
and the individual weapons can be fired by the crew while under way. Using the
pilot model from an earlier MICV concept, HEL has conducted field tests to generate
the information needed to evaluate the current concept and to obtain the information
necessary to describe the effects of vehicle design parameters on accuracy. Specifically, we measured the accuracy of the proposed main armament with and without
stabilization, while moving at different speeds over different types of tl.•rraiJ1
approaching the target at different angles of attack with two types of sightr:.. WL·
also examined the accuracy of the proposed secondary armament under similar
conditions with different sighting systems and different ammunition mixes. Individual
weapon accuracy as a function of weapon mounts and sighting systems was also
measured. The information was used as a part of a package to describe the potl·ntial
fire power of the MICV concept as a function of such variabk·s as weapon mixes.
ammunition mixes, weapon mounts, sighting systems for moving and stationary
vehicles approaching the targets at different attack angks. Ultimately, knowing
the effects of various system design parameters on fire power will help guide the
designer's hand when he plans the first MICV-70 that will actually be: built and put
through its paces.
Human engineering has come a long way with the APC, starting with an opera tional vehicle about which it knew little arul moving ahead to the point where the
human engineer now already knows a great deal about vehicles yet to be desiJ..'lled.
The APC itsc lf has evolved from a troop carrier into what will shortly he a f u 11 fledged fighting vehicle. As each system has evolved, the human cnginL'l'r has
stepped further back in the design process because each new study refined his per ceptions of the prohler.ts and increased his knowledge of where to look for thl'ir
solutions.

TANK SnJDIES

HEL's tank studies have progresaed &10111 a similar line.
A 1956 survey of uaera of the M48 tank paraUed a similar A.PC survey rnade
the same year. 1be study asked users of an exiatina vehicle what problem a they
had encountered with lt, what field expedient• they had devlaed to resolve them,
and what design chanaes migN elimiute them from future tanb. This survey,
in other words, tried to find the M48'a lipecifk problems, not rate aa overall
performance. Ultimately, the study aimed to aukle the deatpers who would plan
future vehicles and the human engineers who would evaluate them.

In 1962 HEL turned its attention to the tank uaer himself. A stutty brought
together information on how the tank uaer wu selected, what hia abilltiea were,
and how well be could perform with hia vebkle. It concluded that designers of
combat vehicles had not paid enough attention to human factors and commented that
as weapon systems became more compk:x, the Army would either have to design
them ao the available population could uae them or elae become more aelective in
choosing that population. T:ratntoe, the ltUdy pold:ed out, cu not overcome the
ettects of poor design; and worae, the inevitable decline of performance under the
stress and fatigue of combat would be aagerated If equipment was not well adapted
to the user in the fir• place. Human factors, deatpers were told, establishes
minimum requirements we meet to get the beat performance out of any vehicle
sy•em.
The early 1960'• saw the begtnotng 'lf a aeries of tank studies directed more
specifically toward particular vehicles, components and operating considerations.
As with the APC, many of theae studies Pl1d1Ced recommendations for modifying
the vehicles under study; but even theae added conttm11lly to the tuman engineer's
knowledge of what kinds of problems to look for in tanks and what not to worry about.
Other studies pursued more general problems like tank driving, gun loading and
target tracking; and these, too, helped formulate tuman engineering criteria both
for designing and for evaluating tank systems.

In 1962 HEL evaluated the M60El tank, rating the work apace, controls and
displays, and seating . .ttona for the commanders, loaders, gunners and drivers.
This study also rated maintenance in the Uaht of the 11cills, tools and auppUes
available. Recommendations for modifying the lltill-dewloping turret and crew
spaces were summarized at the end of the report on the study.
One recommendation for the M60El was an improved com~r•s aeat
assembly. A study published later the same year zeroed in on that specific
problem to find out what kind of aeat aad platform would enhance the commander's
overall performance of his tasks. Operattoe the rangeflDder and making periscope,
vision-block and open-hatch observations were emphasize~ •. but simplicity,
6

maintenance and cost were also considered. 1be study produced recommendations
for a scat assembly that would not only eliminate the difficulties foond in the M60El
but also resolve similar problems in the other existing and future tank models.
Another 1962 study offers an example of the more basic studies sometimes
required before particular problems can be attacked. Information was needed on
the performance of tank gunners tracking targets continuously, but required first
was a re liable techruque for measuring that performance. This study sought such
a technique. In a controlled test situation both novice and experienced gunners
simulated fire (photographically) from one stationary tank at another tank moving
over a prescribed test course. The firing data were analyzed to see how experienced
and inexperienced gunners differed L, tracking performance and to validate the
technique for future application to tank systems requiring continuous tracking. The
technique was satisfactory and the results established a baseline for comparative
studies.
Later studies concentrated more specifically on other types of tank firing
problems. In 1963 HEL investigated the effects of firing shock on gunners in a
~ i g h t armored vehicle with a large-caliber gun. The object of the study was
to determine the physical effect of the firing shock on the gunner himself as well
as the effect on his subsequent performance. At. the same time, the study offered
an opportunity for assesRing a dynamic ride simulator as an instrument for comparing transient shock and for gunners to compare the test vehicle with operational
vehicles like the M60 or Ml03 tanks. An anthropomorphic dummy equipped with
accelerometers was used in firing from the test vehicle, and data collected there
with the wmmy gave a baseline for further firing-shock studies. But other data
collected with the dummy in the dynamic ride simulator were limited by the inability
of the simulator to adequately reproduce all the motions encountered in actual firing
and by the use of a simulator seat that did not allow for normal gunner position.
Human gunners who fired from the test vehicle reported subjectively that it did not
differ significantly in firing shock from other tanks operational at the time, but
shock measurements made on the helmet did indicate a significant difference. The
results allowed the investigators to conclude that the experimental brow pads used
in the tests would not transmit a shock causing physical damage to the gunner and
that the vch.icle provided a platform stable enough for the gunner to maintain his
sight picture, but the investigators also recommended more basic research on
human tolerance to firing shock and its effect on gunner performance. Herc, work
on specific problems indicated a need for more fundamental stud?es.
Gunner performance continues to be a concern in tank studies. In 1966 HEL
conducted tests to determine if gunners in vehicles equipped with the Laser Antitank Semi-Active Homing(LASH)weapon system could meet the system's re-laying
requirements under favorable conditions. If they could not, there would be no need
to evaluate their re-laying performance under more realistic conditions. The tests
were conducted in two phases with two expert gunners firing in each phase. The
first phase measured re -laying performance with three types of gunner corrections
7
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and types of terrain. The aecond pbaae meuured re-layina performance with and
without automatic atabilizatJon. In both pbaaea a bore•Aahted camera recorded time
and accuracy of re -layq after firq. PendlDa a complete system evaluation, the
results were interpreted both to re..ch coacluaiou about exutiag tanka and to
recommend steps to be taken 1n de1ipl.Da future vehlclea. Meanwhile, HEL had
added to Its store of informatk>n about how gwmer1 behave using various types of
equipme• under various conditiona.
At. about the same time HE L took up tank gmmer performance, it also began
looking 1.-o various upecta ot tank driving.

In 1953 the need to lower tank 1ilhouette1 focuaed attemion on the tank driver's
position, since the helgta of the aeated driver helped to determine the minimum
height required for the taall. A prone driver would preaumably need leas vertical
space and allow a correapondingly lower tull.
The Air Poree had already atudied the poalil>Wtiea of prone pilot position for
aircraft, 10 HEL fir• tried to determine how much of the Air Poree work could be
applied to tank drivq. A 1953 analyl1a concluded that the de alp criteria established for the Air Poree pilot bed were not appropriate for de•tplng a tank prone driving bed and that tbe knee 1m, prone poeltk>n, which would save only about six
1Dche1 of vertical apace, offered no 1ipjflcant redlction in hull helgbt. Laboratory
and field studies adapting the Air Poree flndtnp to tanks and aenerattng new data
were recommended.
A atudy wu undertaken to concentrate simply on ~tna whether a prone driver
could adequately control a track-laylna vehkle and in deallna with that limited
objective to develop some inaiptl _,., the paycbo-pbyaiological problems aenerally
involved in tbe prone concept. Twenty-two driver• with an average of 22 mo.-hs
tank experience drove an ONTOS Tl66 vehicle from both the aeated and prone
positions (using an Air Poree bed adapted to the T166) over smooth and rough teat
courses. 1be subject• drove for a little more than 20 minutes at a time <mrlng the
normal teats; but four subjects who were given medical exmtlDation!i before and
after drove for six continuou1 hour• tn tbe prone po• ttion over the rougher course.
1be results of the te•s showed that, u compared to their aeated performance,
drivers in the prone posWon could control and operate the Tl66 adequately; the
examinations ot the four men who drove for the extended period revealed no physical
W effects from the prolonaed expoaare tn the prone position. 8odl the human factors
and medical analyaes, however, sugeated that funher Information was needed to
evaluate the prone driving poaWon for tactical uae and more was sought both In the
laboratory and In the field.
1be labora:;ry ltUdy reported tn 1955 ccxnpared the effects of u~ seated and
prone positions on psychomotor performance. A task unit was devised to require
realiatlc comrol movements from driftra steering seated and prone driver -station
mock-ups. Total time and error time were the measures of performance. Both
8

mock-ups were built to the inside dimensions of the M41 tank, and they were equipped
to provide similar control requirements and fields of vision. A new flat-prone driving bed was dcs~d to use as little vertical space as possible. Its shoulder supports
stabilized the driver and brought him into an efficient relationship with both the visual
display and the hand controls. Only the accelerator pedal needed to be adjusted to
the individual driver. The results revealed no significam difference in performance
between the flat -prone and the seated positions.
The M41 tank was adapted for the field study that followed. The study concluded
that the M41 could be operated adequately over a wide varicty of terrains from the
prone position and that drivers could operate in that position for considerable periods
of time over fairly demanding terrain.

.
I

These studies of the prone driving position for tanks show the same progression
that has by now become familiar in this discussion. At. the outset in 1953, it was
necessary, taking the earlier Air Force work imo account, to pin down first of all
what kind of questions needed to be asked about prone driving in tanks. Further
insights gained by installing the Air Force bed in an existing vehicle were in tum
applied to a laboratory test comparing seated and prone tank driving. Finally, a
newly designed bed, conceived out of the Army's need to lower tank silhouettes and
out of the information collected in the earlier studies, was installed in a modified
version of an operational tank to see how well drivers could operate with it. 11le
overall outcome was a body of information about prone driving available to the
designer who m~ be called on to conceive a tank putting the driver in that position.
Meanwhile, other driving condaions were dealt with as HEL's tank studies
continued. In 1960, as part of the effort to adapt the tank to the conditions of
radiological warfare, HEL undertook a study of "TV driving" - - using television
as the driver's primary visual contact with the world outside in a tank fully buttoned
up to simulate the crew's protection from radiatic.1.
The results of this study indicated that. even without specially adapt(:d TV
equipment, drivers can operate a vehicle equipped with 1V for its primary visual
system. Tilesc results revealed a possible new dbnension in future tank design,
and they also added to the fund of knowledge about how men can function as drivers.
Our most recent study on tank driving was corwcted for the new Main Battle
Tank Program, which is under joint deve lopmem: with the Federal Republic of
Germany. In this tank the driver is located in the turret in an attempt again to
rewce the overall tank silhouette. We conducttd tests to determine how we 11 the
driver can drive from this position when compared with driving from the hull.
Because of the joint nature of the program, this test was conducted in Germany,
where both German and U. S. subjects could be found. A series of test courses
were used to measure the driver's performance with a test rig, which could be
driven from either position. These tests measured the driver-vehicle performance
and the combination of the driver-vehicle ··commander performance in selected
9
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tactical terrain sauations. Such la the cue when the vehk:le goes into the firing
position or ls backing through difficult terrain.
Some of the methods for evaluating tbi1 new driver locldoo grew out of an
earlier study conclacted in 1965. HEL had proceeded to determine the vibration
environment of the M60Al tank and the effect It might have on driving performance.
The question to be answered then was. "la the tank'• cross-country speed limited
by the vehicle ride quaUty'7", which in turn Implies some relatJouhlp between the
crew vibration envlronmeat and the vehk:le speed. HEL proceeded toward a
deacriptlon of this relationship and the formulation of a technJque that could be
used to evaluate future concepts and other crew functions in this type of envlronmeat.
The study was conducted in two phases. In the flr• phase, 1Ubject1 drove an M60
tank over modtrd courses at coutant speeds to elltabliah a base line for each subject and determine the repeatability of meallll'brc G loads when dlffereat drivers
were subjected to the same envlronmeat. In the aecond phaae of this study. the
drivers drove the M60 over a cross-country course It their maximum speed without
regard to the teat vehicle or iutrumelltation. TIie results of this study established
a correlation between speed and G loada and det.ermined the maximum G load the
drivers would accept. One llltereating OlqrOwth was that the rugedness of the
suspension sy•em of the M60 tank, and not the driver. was the major factor limiting
the vehicle's mobility in thia type of eDYlromne•. The d1fficult1es with the a11pension system included such things as benid1nc, fatJpe and shock faihare of various
suspension componeats.
It wu alao important to determlDe how the G environment affected other crew
tasks in the tank. We, therefore, proceeded t ~.1 atudy the crew operation of loading
the main armameat while on the move. Tank de• tper1 have recently de legated
thia rnamaa l task to automation. but no workable automatic loader design exi• ted in
1964 when we concllcted our flrllt pilot • tudy. Specifically, the atudy was designed
to determine what effects the G loada the loader experienced while the tank traversed
various types ~ terrain had on the loacltng of the main armamem. Thia study was
al90 divided into two pllues. ApiD a base - llDe performance had to be established,
this time for our gwmers. so that the moving phase could be compared. Three
different types of ammunition were ueed, and their welpt and lenath ranged between
41 and 48 pounds and between 33 and 39 lnches. The rounds were placed in dtffereat
stowage position.a in the turret so that all pos11ble conditions ckle to atowqe could
be examined. Our second phase wu the movtng phaae. Speeds ol five and ten miles
per hour were maintained by the vehlc le. 1be loaders proceeded to load three con aecutive rounds while cameras recorded their performance. It was not possible
from the study to establish loadtng time • becauae ~ the number of trials concllcted,
a problem that often occurs when live firm, i• requiled. ait the results 1Ddicated
that loading ,:an be done in this envlrorme•. and that the heavier and Ioaaer rounds
have an effect on the loading time. Since th1a tank was not designed to load on the
move, desl.gn refincme• in the loader's area of the crew compartmeat and the
incorporation of loader assists were proposed for future study.

10

HEL's experience with ammwution loading ud handling in tanks goes back
several years when the tank guns began to fire and launch missiles like Shillelagh.
The ammunaion grew considerably in size and problems occurred when the missiles
were handled and loaded within the confines of limited work apace. Studies ruring
this period of time were designed to determine the effects of missile length and
weight on loading time. Since the whicle's interior space had not been established,
a loading work space mock-up describing the most limited space foreseeable was
fabricated. 1be weight and length ol the mis1Ues, also undetermined, wtre varied
within reasonable limits to simulate the fmal configuration. &abjects loaded sets
of five missiles each from a kneeling poaaion simulating the loading tasks of a fire
mission from this restricted space. The results indicated that missile length
affected loading time, but the actual time differences involved had to be evaluated
in ligta of the tactical requirements. Our effort was then turned to investigations
of specific components in the man-loading ta1k. Two studies were directed to
specific prd>lems related to breech conf1Fration. Several breeches had been
proposed, and the designers were conceroed about the compatibility of the ammuni tion and man with the new breech systems for an updated M60A1El tank. Sini.t.: the
gun-vehicle systems had not been built, HEL turned to mock-up techniques successfully used in the past. The breeches were studied in reference to their opening,
orientation and elevation from the turret floor, and with different loading tray
conftauratlons in an effort to determine the moat desirable breech feature for man loading.
What if the loader is replaced by an automatic system 7 Does the human engineer
no longer need to concem himself With this operation? Thia question arose from a
revolutionary design change in tank turret design which positions the driver in the
turret :\Dd eliminates manual loadq by utilizing an automatic system. Who loads
and how does he load the main gun if the automatic loader fails? How does tne
automatic loader get resupplied? Does reserve ammunition need to be carried in
the turret with the men? How is it stowed? Who is responsible for it? These ai·e
the types of questions that had to be answered at the concept stage of the new Main
Battle Tank Program. We first began by investigating the new turret position and
crew operations and determined that the driver was in the only accessible position
to load the weapon manually if the automatic loader should fail. The commander
and gunner could provide only limited assistance, if any, in this operation. In the
conceptual stage, very little information existed about the interior arrangement:
and, in fact, the Interior volume had yet to be established. 1be crude mock-up
technique was employed again with the purpose of determining if the task could be
done. 1be task was feasible, but studies would be required along the design
development phase. 1be next step was, in fact, accomplished. An engineering
mock-up was fabricated with an operational breech system and a fully operational
driver's station. Studies were conructed on manual weapon loading, replenishing
the automatk loader system, and resupplying the turret-stowed ammunition. One
more step is still required. When pilot whicles are available, the completl.!
ammunition system must be evahaated under operational conditions.
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This series of loading studies demonstrates the need at the concept stage of
a vehicle to determine operator -machine feulbiUty and to focus attention on
potential problem areas. HEL has followed this approach for the MBT-70 Program.
The ammunition -handling studies just outlined and the driver-in-turret feasibility
studies are examples of this approach. Another such area where a human engineering
assessment was required pertained to crew vision from a radiological tank such as
the MBT-70, where the crew will perform the majority of surveillance tasks from a
sealed compartment isolated from the outside environment.
HEL, therefore, directed its effort toward one aspect of crew vision -- namely,
establishing target -detection capability for several vision systems which were being
considered at that time. Two field experiments were con<klCted. 'The first in the
summer of 1965 at Fort Knox where tactical support could be acquired in a realistic
environment. Four vision systems were selectEd as having the potelalal of being
the prime vision mode. 'Theae systems were m•alled in aepuatE operational
M60 tanks where senior tank commanders and awmers aearched and detected targets
which consisted of a platoon of tanks with APC 111pport. TIie targets were deployed
realistically to present both attacking and defendlug positions and were capable of
return1Dg simulated fire at the obeerver tanks. 'The results of this study emphasized
the need for maximum open vialon, which is normally provided a commander in
conve•ional tanks via the open-hatch position uaing hand-held binoculars. This
type of vision mode was found superior to a 36ff' vision block cupola, a standard
M60 gunner's periacope, and a vidJcon te levlsion system.
1be second study was an ouqrowth of the first. It also was conmacted under
the same tactical conditions at Port Knox but in the w'&Dter ot 1966. This study was
cnncf11cted because additional Information was required on target detection from theae
same vision systems; but thia time the observers would perform the detection tasks
ill moving tanks. Although the vlsloa modes remained bukally the same, several

of the vision systems themselves were upgraded to reflect some improvemeias
that had been determined from the first study. Speciflcally, the 36ff' cupola was
lDcreased in size, the vtdicon televiaion was replaced by an orthocon television
(lDcorporating a stabilizer device), and a gunner's telescope was added. 'The results
of the second ady aabstamlateJ the results of the first study, and plac~d additional
emphasis on stable mapif~ viewial for detecting well concealed targets.
A great deal more informatk>n is required in just the area of crew vision, needless to say, for all ol the areu outlined in this paper. 1be luman factors engineer
has only scratched the surface in deacrtbing man's performance within our current
vehicles. &it the body of information is growing, and It is being used by the vehicle
designers.
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